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ities avid for funds—so raised the price of the legal article
that a considerable traffic in bootleg still persisted. Popular
opinion and state laws outlawed old rituals of bar and saloon
in favor of bottle sales by special shops, drug stores, or gro-
cery stores, while the public serving of liquor became the
role of cocktail lounges, beer gardens, night clubs and restau-
rants, where sitting rather than standing, eating as well as
imbibing, and the presence of both sexes wrought at least
overt changes in American drinking habits*
Thanks to this shift from federal prohibition to state
regulation, the consumption of alcohol became less frenetic
and hazardous to health, but certainly increased among the
working classes and among those who disliked stealth and
inconvenience. At any rate, the American people continued
to register satisfaction over the change. A Fortune poll late
in 1937 found only one man out of seven and one woman
in three favoring the return of national prohibition*
The states also made new advances in welfare legislation*
For example, workmen's accident compensation laws, which
had come into considerable favor among the states earlier in
the century, were vastly strengthened during the fourth dec-
ade under the stimulus of the New Deal and its philosophy*
In the year 1937 alone, thirty-eight legislatures revised and
broadened their laws by increasing accident and death bene-
fits, reducing the waiting period, extending coverage, widen-
ing the definition of occupational diseases, liberalizing
hospital, nursing, dental, prosthetic and rehabilitation pro-
visions. Pay-roll taxes were also invoked to finance state
social-security systems, as will be seen later.
Meanwhile the orbit of federal authority grew constantly
greater. Government now was expected to do things for its
citizens which government had never done before in the
United States* Obnoxious as this assumption of new powers
was to conservative extremists, it proved equally displeasing
to radical extremists. Until Stalin in 1935 decreed a "united
front'* of communists with liberals throughout the world*

